Grout Haze Removal and Reconditioning
GRANULAR PASTES

GROUT STRIPPER LEGSOLVE-IT

TEXSPAR®

LIQUIDS

TEXSPAR PLUS®

LEGGE GROUT STRIPPER and LEGESOLVE-IT are
formulations developed to be used by themselves
or with TEXSPAR® or TEXSPAR ® PLUS for
difficult jobs. GROUT STRIPPER or LEG SOLVE-IT
MUST BE PROPERLY DILUTED AND GENEROUSLY
APPLIED TO THE TILE SURFACE. If needed,
TEXPAE® or TEXSPAR ® PLUS are added by
cupful to the surface every 2-3 feet. The products
are then scrubbed with a rotary scrubber or hand
scrubber with an aggressive black pad for flat
surfaces or a nylon grit brush for textured
surfaces. Double scrubbing may be necessary for
extremely difficult surfaces.
Pick up solution with a wet vacuum and
immediately flood rinse with clean water. Pick up
again with wet vacuum and rinse several times to
ensure proper removal of product from the tile
and grout joints.
PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

For Cementiitious, Acrylic, Modified
Sanded or Unsanded, Heavy dirt,
Construction Debris, Grease, and Peach
Fuzz use LEGGE GROUT STRIPPER in
conjunction with TEXSPAR® or TEXSPAR
® PLUS.

FOR Epoxy or Urethane Grout, Stains,
Dirty Dye Stains or Heavy Grease use
LEG SOLVE-IT in conjunction with
TEXSPAR® or TEXSPAR ® PLUS
CAUTION
TEXSPAR or TEXSPAR PLUS can remove the
shine from polished marble. Granite, or other
soft stones.
LEGGE GROUT INHIBITOR
HELPS PREVENT GROUT HAZE FROM OCCURRING
To help eliminate grout haze on any tile surface, use
LEGGE GROUT INHIBITOR prior to grouting. LEGGE
GROUT INHIBITOR forms a barrier between the tile and
grout and is easily removed during final clean up

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
A CRITICAL STEP
Tile and stone products are one of the most beautiful
and decorative surfaces you can choose today.
Unfortunately, most of us don’t realize how we can
destroy tile or grout by simply not using the proper
cleaners.
FACT: Products containing bleach or acid can degrade
the tile and grout joint making ongoing cleaning much
more difficult as time goes on.
FACT: Bleach or acid do not have any cleaning ability.
They work by reacting and/or by dissolving and eroding
the surface each time they are used.

SAVE TIME WHEN GROUTING WITH EPOXY
Save 50-60% labor cost by using LEGSOLVE-IT in rinse water
1.

Mix 2-3 ounces of LEGSOLVE-IT to 1 gallon of water (warm if
available).

2.

Wipe tile surface with grout sponge and LEGSOLVE-IT
solution(diluted).

3.

The solution will cut through surface film and help to eliminate
epoxy grout haze.

THE CORRECT PRODUCTS
LEGGE NEUTRAL CLEANER: A neutral pH, biodegradable
detergent made to clean all tile, marble and stone. This unique
product contains an effective detergent structure that can be
used often without damaging the surface.
CITRONEX or LEGCLEAN®: Two of the finest heavy-duty,
concentrated cleaners available today for the toughest of
cleaning jobs: grease, food, etc..
At only 1-2 ounces per 1 gallon of water, both products are an
effective way to clean tile surfaces every day.
FLOORSHINE R20®: One of the first products to make the UL
Listing back in the 1940s. FLOORSHINE R20 is an effective
ceaner and leaves a satin coating that helps to increase slip
resistance. FLOORSHINE R20 will not build up as it is nonfilmimg and re-emulsifies with each use.

